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LOUIE B. NUNN, (Former Governor of Kentucky), Counselor at Law,
Route #3, Park, Kentucky 42749, telephone number (502) 453-2805
was interviewed at his office on December 12, 1988, by Special
Agent LESTER A. DAVIS. NUNN provided the following information:
He has been involved with only two HUD Moderate Rehabilitation
projects, ARAMA, LTD., and SOUTH FLORIDA, LTD., both of which the
contractor was ARISTIDES MARTINEZ.
He came to know MARTINEZ because he represented MARTINEZ in a
debarment procedure, involving the HUD Jacksonville, Florida
Office, prior to working on the two Moderate Rehabilitation
projects.
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As further explanation as how he came to know MARTINEZ, DWIGHT
BROEMAN (Business Partner of WUNN's brother, LEE NUNN), told him
there was a contractor in Miami having problems with a HUD project
controlled by HUD's Jacksonville Office. BROEMAN gave him a man's
name (name unknown) and telephone number for him to contact so he
could determine if he could help the contractor. When he called
that man, he was told the contractor having the problems in Miami
was ARTISTIDES MARTINEZ. He decided at that point not to get
involved. However, he later was in Atlanta speaking to CLIFF
BROWN, (then Regional Director, HUD), who told him the HUD
Jacksonville Office was having problems with MARTINEZ and he was
going to go there to try and solve them. He (NUNN) decided then
that MARTINEZ may have a legitimate complaint against HUD so he
called MARTINEZ.
MARTINEZ problems involved three projects, ROBERT FORCUM TOWERS,
ST. DOMINIC GARDENS and ST. JOSEPH TOWERS, all of which where
under HUD programs by MARTINEZ, MARBILT INCORPORATED. NUNN
entered into a contract with MARTINEZ which in essence required
him to convince HUD Jacksonville to pay the money they owed
MARTINEZ for his work. HUD claimed that MARTINEZ was not doing a
good job and would not pay him. NUNN called CLIFF BROWN in
Atlanta to see if a solution could be worked out. BROWN arranged
a meeting in Atlanta for NUNN with Atlanta HUD personnel who
listened to him and said they would see what could be done. The
only person NUNN remembers being at the Atlanta meeting was JIM
MILLS (deceased). The HUD Jacksonville office (names unrecalled)
then said MART/NEZ had falsified records and they were going to
try and debar him. NUNN made several trips to Washington to speak
to HUD employees about the debarment procedure (NUNN does not
remember the name of anyone he spoke to). He was able to stop the
debarment procedure and recovered some of the monies HUD was
withholding from MARTINEZ. NUNN believes he received
approximately $18,000 for his services, however, he does not have
any documentation concerning that work.
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After stopping the debarment procedure and recovering some of
MARTINEZ monies, NUNN and MART/NEE went to HUD in Atlanta to find
out if there were any projects or programs MARTINEZ could get
involved in since he was treated so unfairly by HUD. At a meeting
(NUNN does not remember any of the HUD employee's that were
there), MARTINEZ said he knew about HUD's 515 program (Rehab),
On January 25, 1984, NUNN entered into two contractual agreements
with ART/STIDES MARTINEZ and MARIO JIMINEZ, for the project ARAMA
LTD., (Miami). The agreements were shown to NUNN by Special Agent
LESTER A. DAVIS and acknowledged his signature and payments. The
first agreement was for NUNN to act as a consultant involving 300
Moderate Rehabilitation units and he was to be paid $150,000. The
second agreement was for NUNN to act as an attorney concerning the
300 Moderate Rehabilitation units and he was to be paid $225,000
for his services. When NUNN entered into the agreements, he asked
what was the normal fee for Rehab units and MARTINEZ told him
$1,000 per unit. An addendum was added to both agreements which
reflects NUNN was to receive $1,250 per unit
(300 X $1,250 e $375,000). To the best of his knowledge he was
paid in full for the two agreements (NUNN stated his income tax
records would reflect the income). NUNN paid JOHN MITCHELL,
former United States Attorney General, $75,000 for his help in the
ARAMA's project. MITCHELL had told NUNN he had contacts at HUD in
Washington from the top on down because Secretary PIERCE was
friend of his. Because of this, MITCHELL said he would help NUNN.
When MARTINEZ had the project signed off locelly (Miami), he would
call NUNN to find out when approval would be made in Washington.
NUNN would then call MITCHELL and ask him to find out when the
funds were going to be released for the Rehab projects in Miami.
MITCHELL would find out and tell NUNN (NUNN does not know who
MITCHELL spoke to in Washington). NUNN spoke to MITCHELL two or
three times concerning the ARAMA project. Once NUNN knew when the
funds would be allocated, he was able to advise MARTINEZ if he
needed to refile his options or if his current paperwork would be
satisfactory, etc. The next step for NUNN would be to stay in
touch with the HUD Jacksonville Office to follow the flow of
MARTINEZ' application. NUNN felt the HUD Jacksonville Office was
discriminating against MARTINEZ so he would make sure all of
MARTINEZ' paperwork was being processed fairly. MITCHELL only
helped on this
(ARAMAS LTD.).
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The next and last Moderate Rehabilitation project NUNN helped
MARTINEZ with was SOUTH FLORIDA, LTD. NUNN was shown an agreement
dated April 1986, that listed NUNN as a consultant for SOUTH
FLORIDA, LTD., and he was to be paid $200,000 it the time of all
initial closings of the 200 Moderate Rehabilitation units. NUNN
acknowledged the agreement and the two checks (also shown to him)
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both dated December 18, 1986, one for $110,000 and the other for
$109,000. NUNN could not explain why there was a difference of
$19,000.00 between the two checks snd the agreement. The invoices
for both checks described the checks as being for consultant fees.
NUNN's responsibilities for this project was to help MARTINEZ get
all the forms in order, help contracts go through the HUD process,
look for any defects, advise MARTINEZ what to do next and to keep
HUD from discriminating against MARTINEZ. NUNN does not remember
over talking to any HUD personnel in Washington about this
project.
NUNN stated that, although he is listed as a consultant on some
contractual agreements, he considered himself to be an attorney on
a retainer at the time. MARTINEZ approached NUNN and asked him if
he minded being listed as a consultant because the local attorneys
MARTINEZ was using would not have liked the amount of money NUNN
was receiving for legal advice. NUNN told MARTINEZ he understood
and agreed.
NUNN also stated he does not know where any of the
contracts/agreements between himself and MARTINEZ are.
AGENTS NOTE: All the contracts/agreements shown to NUNN were
obtained from HUD-0IG, Audit file in Atlanta,
Georgia.

